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Abstract 
Aim of this paper to discover the knowledge in effort to identify some of most accumulated information. The problem solving 
schema such as logical reasoning, Numerical ability and personality task questions are framed by the category of cognitive skills 
which is analyzed by predicting method in data mining techniques. In this paper focuses data mining techniques to evaluate the 
student skills based on problem solving resources which can be analysed by Naïve Bayes Classification, FP tree Growth 
association and Kmeans (kernel) clustering techniques, experimented in rapid miner.   
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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Nomenclature 
A    Collection of qualitative Data  
B    Classify the training Data set using Naive Bayes Technique based on rule base and  
       Calculate true rate, false rate, precision, F-Measure for classification of instance. 
C    Associate the skill students with Hours spend to study daily and Parent Education using FP Tree   
       Growth Algorithm based on setting the confidence =0.5 for searching frequent item set.   
D   K-Means clustering can be performed based on speciality for analyse the skill.  
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1.1 Introduction  
Cognitive processes is the process that involve knowledge, attention, memory, producing and 
understanding the language, problem solving and decision making. In cognitive complexity, the tasks can 
be assessed by analysing the number of entities that have to be related in a single representation. For eg: 
The hypothesis ideas such as collecting the personal data, family background, academic details, 
extracurricular activities, activities while during studies etc., are the basic attributes for analysing the 
performance skill for required person. 
The techniques are outlined for analysis of cognitive complexity in general problem solving, reasoning 
tasks, psychometric test conducted, development, mathematics education, industrial decision making etc. In 
this paper focuses, on the basis of problem solving on reasoning task, behaviour methods can be analyse in 
effective way. 
The working process of each task can be analyzed by data mining techniques for finding the student 
behaviour can  be analyses by personality of psychological question, attitude can be analyses by problem 
solving ability and attention performance can be analyses by logical reasoning set question  for conducting 
the test to the students in different departments of Educational environment [7]. 
Data For Research 
The variety of domain values are represented relates with performance based on their required result 
carried out by collecting the data from the student which by conducting through test based on cognitive 
model [9]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 Methodology for proposed research 
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From Fig.1 shows the methodology process of analyzing the skill level of the students using data 
mining techniques [1] [2]. The collection of data can be focused to pre-processing for avoid the redundancy 
and missing data from the database After pre-processing [1] the collection of data can be transformed to 
apply predicting techniques to classify the functioning of cognitive style such as logical reasoning, 
Numerical ability, personality analysis for analyzing the skill of student, on score occurrence of an 
performance based on the occurrence of other related items in the analysis based on FP Growth Association 
algorithm and clustering for identify the knowledge student user in overall performance in education 
environment [6]. 
Table.1 Collection of Qualitative Training data 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Table.1, illustrates the collection of attributes are Student Id, Speciality, Logical Reasoning, 
Numerical Ability, Personality, Extra Knowledge or skill , Hours spend to study daily, Resource 
(Internet/Library Access, Mother Qualification and father Qualification for predicting the data based on 
rule base analysis which identify the quality of skill students in the corresponding department of the 
Institution.  
From Table. 2, shows the training data for analysing the data mining technique, the domain value of 
specialities are computer science, maths and in engineering CSE, Aeroscience, Marine departments are 
handled in the dataset. Here the score marks of logical reasoning, Numerical Ability and personality are 
taken form the database. Also their parents qualificationsn hours spend to study details and extra curricular 
activities are gathered for the student for analysis. 
Attributes  Possible Values 
 
Student Id 
 
Id of the student 
 
Speciality 
 
Arts and Science:  
Department of Maths, Computer Science. 
Engineering    
Department of CSE, Aeroscience, Marine      
Engineering 
 
 
Logical Reasoning 
 
{>80 and <100 = Excellent 
{ >70 and <80 = very Good 
>60 and <70 = good 
>36 and <59 =Average 
<36   = poor} 
 
Numerical Ability {>80 and <100 = Excellent 
{ >70 and <80 = very Good 
>60 and <70 = good 
>36 and <59 =Average 
<36   = poor} 
 
Personality {>80 and <100 = Excellent 
{ >70 and <80 = very Good 
>60 and <70 = good 
>36 and <59 =Average 
<36   = poor} 
 
Extra Knowledge or  
skill   
yes- Y/ no- N 
Hours spend to study  
daily 
hours 
 
Resource (Internet /  
Library Access) 
 
{High, Low, medium} 
 
Mother Qualification 
 
{Post graduate, Graduate, no education,   
doctorate,  elementary} 
 
Father  Qualification 
 
{Post graduate, Graduate, no education,   
doctorate,  elementary} 
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Table.2 Training data set 
 
 Classification 
In Classification process [3], the derive model is to predict the class of objects whose class label is 
unknown. The derived model is based on the analysis an asset of training data.  In educational data mining, 
the work of data was predicted by logical rule using Classification algorithms with respect of common 
domain values to identifying the qualitative performance of required details. 
It can be focused to predicting the human behavior through HCI by given the problem solving question. 
In this technique, it can be classified the functioning of cognitive style such as logical reasoning, Numerical 
ability, personality analysis for analyzing the skill for the student user from the collected training dataset in 
different department in educational environment.  
In Naïve Bayes algorithm [1], to reduce computation in evaluating P (X|Ci), the naive assumption of 
class conditional is made. The attributes are conditionally independent to one another by given the class 
label of the tuple which predicts the data in tuple where X belongs to the class Ci. 
                        
Id Speciality Logical 
Reasoning 
Numerical 
ability 
Personality Extra 
Knowledge 
or skill   
Hours 
spend 
to 
study 
Resource 
(Internet / 
Library 
Access) 
Mother 
Qualification 
Father  
Qualification 
1000 Maths 64 73 80 y 4 medium Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
1001 Maths 63 65 70 y 3 medium Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
1002 Maths 56 40 78 y 5 medium Post 
graduate 
Graduate 
1003 Maths 60 45 72 y 4 medium Graduate Graduate 
1004 Maths 64 46 74 y 3 medium Graduate Graduate 
1005 Maths 60 47 79 y 5 medium Graduate elementary 
1006 Maths 56 48 80 y 5 medium elementary doctorate 
1007 Maths 59 40 81 y 5 medium doctorate Post 
graduate 
1008 Maths 72 42 82 y 4 low Post 
graduate 
Graduate 
1009 Maths 65 41 83 N 4 high Graduate Graduate 
1010 Maths 78 80 80 Y 4 high Graduate no education 
1011 Maths 75 76 81 Y 5 high no education no education 
1012 Maths 74 75 80 Y 5 high no education no education 
1013 Maths 78 65 82 Y 3 high Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
1014 Maths 68 65 84 Y 4 medium Graduate Graduate 
1015 Maths 63 64 78 N 5 medium Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
1016 Maths 62 68 56 N 4 medium elementary elementary 
1017 Maths 69 69 42 N 3 low elementary elementary 
1018 Maths 65 60 56 N 4 low elementary elementary 
1019 Maths 62 63 82 Y 4 low Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
1020 Maths 60 70 80 Y 3 medium Post 
graduate 
Post 
graduate 
: : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : 
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XPXP cc ji || !      for  1≤ j ≤ m, j ≠ i                                                           (1) 
By Bayes’ theorem, the classic for which P (Ci |X) represents maximum posterior hypothesis. 
                
                  XPPXPXP ccc iii /||                                                                        (2) 
 
The classic for which P (Ci |X) is maximized is called the maximum posteriori hypothesis. It can easily 
estimate the probabilities P(x1|Ci)×P(x2|Ci)×··· ×P(xn|Ci) from the training tuples by the following 
relationship. 
 
                  cxc ikn
k
i PXP ||
1

 
                                                                                           (3) 
Rule Base to classify the skill data as follows 
 
If  logical                >80 and <100 then score= Excellent skill_user 
                               >70 and <80  then score = very Good skill_user 
                               >60 and <70  then score = good skill_user 
                               >36 and <59  then score =Average skill_user 
                               <36                then score  = poor skill_user 
 
If  Numerical ability >80 and <100 then score= Excellent skill_user 
                                 >70 and <80  then score = very Good skill_user 
                                >60 and <70  then score = good skill_user 
                                >36 and <59  then score =Average skill_user 
                                <36                then score  = poor skill_user 
 
If  Personality          >80 and <100 then score= Excellent skill_user 
                                 >70 and <80  then score = very Good skill_user 
                                >60 and <70  then score = good skill_user 
                                >36 and <59  then score =Average skill_user 
                                <36                then score  = poor skill_user 
 
Rule Base to predict the skill of the students as follows  
 
 If logical_reasoning = good and Numerial_ability = good and 
  personality=good then Performance= Good_skill_user  
 
 If logical_reasoning = poor and Numerial_ability = poor and 
 personality=good then Performance= Average_skill_user 
 
 If logical_reasoning = poor and Numerial_ability = poor and  
 personality=poor then Performance= below _average _skill user 
 
Here the table.3, illustrate the classified domain values are analyse by respective rule to predict [4] the skill 
of students in logical reasoning, Numerical ability and personality as a Good_skill_user or 
Average_skill_user or below _average _skill user.     
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Table.3 Classifying of Domain Values Based on Rule Base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                         
Logical 
Reasoning 
Numerical 
ability 
Personality 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
good-skill_user good-skill_user good-skill_user 
average-skill_user average-
skill_user 
good-skill_user 
belowaverage-
skill_user 
average-
skill_user 
average-
skill_user 
 
average-skill_user 
 
average-
skill_user 
 
good-skill_user 
 
good-skill_user 
 
good-skill_user 
 
good-skill_user 
: : : 
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Fig. 2. (a) Distribution analysis of Logical reasoning in speciality; (b) Distribution analysis Numerical Ability in speciality. 
From Fig. 2(a) &(b) and Fig. 3 (a) &(b),  illustrates the Distribution model for label attribute Speciality 
of class maths (0.251), Computer Science (0.206), CSE (0.251), Aero Science (0.131) and Marine 
engineering (0.161) in 9 distributions and it shows the level of logical, numerical ability and personality of 
student in distribution form which can be experimented in rapid miner [8].  
 
 
 
 
 
                                 a                                                                                                                b 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Distribution analysis of personality based on speciality; (b) Distribution analysis Hours Spend in daily based on speciality. 
 Association of frequent item set analysis 
In Association rule mining, to find the skill user by the relation of score, hours spend to study, 
Extracurricular activities, parents qualification by the given a set of transactions which can be predict the  
on score occurrence of an performance based on the occurrence of other related items in the analysis FP 
Growth [5] [1] allows to discover the frequent itemset without candidate item generation which is 
constructed using 2 passes over the dataset, In pass 1 to scan the data and find support for each item and 
sort in decreasing order based on their support. In pass 2, FP growth read transaction at a time and maps it 
to a path. Fixed order is used so path can overlap when transaction share items when the counters are 
incremented.  
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Table.4 Table view of FP growth of frequent item set 
      
Size support Item1  Item2 Item3 Item4 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
2 0.166 Id Hours spend to study 
daily 
  
2 0.201 Id LR   
3 0.201 Id P LR  
3 0.201 Id NA LR  
4 0.201 Id P NA LR 
2 0.211 Id P   
2 0.211 Id NA   
2 0.211 P Hours spend to study 
daily 
  
2 0.211 NA Hours spend to study 
daily 
  
2 0.211 LR Hours spend to study 
daily 
  
3 0.211 Id P NA  
3 0.211 P NA Hours spend to study 
daily 
 
3 0.211 P LR Hours spend to study 
daily 
 
3 0.211 NA LR Hours spend to study 
daily 
 
4 0.211 P NA LR Hours spend to study 
daily 
1 0.347 Hours spend to study 
daily 
   
1 0.452 LR    
2 0.452 P LR   
2 0.452 NA LR   
3 0.452 P NA LR  
1 0.462 P    
1 0.462 NA    
In table 4, shows the FP Tree growth of table view with respect of size, support, item1, item2 item3, 
item4 set values for analysing the rule of Logical Reasoning(LR), Numerical Ability(NA) and 
Personality(P) based on the minimum support=0.5.  Finally, it shows the frequent items are analysed in 4 
item set with support of 0.5 by size manner. For the decision tree building the confidence level can be set as 
0.25.   the association rule can be shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6 experimented in rapid miner [8].  
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Fig. 4.  Association Rule based on the conclusion of personality(P) 
The rule of association for analyse the relation based on Personality (P) with minimum criteria of 
confidence value and range. Here confidence value denotes 0.5 and it analysed above the confidence value 
of item set in dataset and support value can  denoted as 0.5, it analysed the below range of support value as 
shown in Fig. 4.  
   The rule of association for analyse the relation based on Logical Reasoning (LR) with minimum 
criteria of confidence value and range. Here confidence value denotes 0.5 and it analysed above the 
confidence value of item set in dataset and support value can  denoted as 0.5, it analysed the below range of 
support value as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5.  Association Rule based on the conclusion of Logical Reasoning(LR) 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Association Rule based on the conclusion of Numerical Ability (NA) 
 
   The rule of association for analyse the relation based on Numerical Ability (NA) with minimum 
criteria of confidence value and range. Here confidence value denotes 0.5 and it analysed above the 
confidence value of item set in dataset and support value can  denoted as 0.5, it analysed the below range of 
support value as shown in Fig. 6.  
 
 Clustering Analysis 
By using K-means clustering technique [1], the student skill performance can be analysed in overall 
based on the centroid point using Euclidean distance.  Here the cluster can be formed as 15 groups based on 
the attribute Logical Reasoning, Numerical Aptitude, Personality, parents qualification, hours spend to 
study as shown in Fig. 7. Form this analysis most of the students got very good skill performance from the 
problem solving.   
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Clustering Analysis based on K-means Technique 
 
6       Experiment and Result Analysis 
Using rapid miner, the classification algorithm can be experimented with training data set by the given 
attributes like logical reasoning, numerical ability and personality for analyse the skill level of students. 
6.1         Performance Measure 
 
Table.5 Performance measured for classification of Naïve Bayes Algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.6 Detailed Accuracy By Classification Using Naïve Bayes Algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm Execution 
Time 
(Sec) 
Number of 
Correctly classified 
instance (200 
training data set) 
Number of In 
correctly classified 
instance 
 
Naïve Bayes 0.01 190     (95%) 10   (5%) 
TP 
Rate 
FP 
Rate 
Precision Recall F-
Measure 
ROC 
Area 
Class 
0.944 0 1 0.944 0.971 0.956 verygood
-
skill_user 
0.901 0.04 0.928 0.901 0.914 0.966 good-
skill_user 
0.84 0.023 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.99 average-
skill_user 
0 0 0 0 0 0.751 Below_a
verage_s
kill_user 
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From Table 5 and 6 illustrates, Naive Bayes classification can be measured 190 instance of attributes are 
classified in 0.01 seconds. 10 instances are incorrect classified under the classification. Precision is a 
measure of the accuracy provided that a specific class has been retrieved from predicting. It is defined by 
Precision = diagonal element/sum of relevant column 
              Precision = tp/(tp + fp)                                                                                                        (4) 
where tp and fp are the numbers of true positive from the prediction p and false positive predictions for 
the considered class when the actual value is n as show in table V. 
   F-measures = 2*precision*recall/(precision + recall)                                                        (5)                               
 where precision can be seen as a measure of exactness, whereas recall is a measure of completeness or 
quantity. Recall is nothing but the true positive rate for the class. From Table.7, shows the average weight 
rate of the classification of true positive rate, false positive rate, precision, F-measure and ROC Area. 
Table. 7 Average Weighted Rate of 200 Sample Instance Using Naïve Bayes Algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In second experiment, association techniques can be analysed for related item set occurrence of 
performance in efficient manner based on support and confidence value. From Fig. 8 represents the tree 
view of Association Rules analysis based on confidence as given below 
[ Id, P] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.952) 
[ Id, NA] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.952) 
 [ Id, P] --> [NA, LR] (confidence: 0.952) 
[ Id, NA] --> [P, LR] (confidence: 0.952) 
[ Id, P, NA] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.952) 
[P] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.978) 
[NA] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.978) 
[P] --> [NA, LR] (confidence: 0.978) 
[NA] --> [P, LR] (confidence: 0.978) 
[P, NA] --> [LR] (confidence: 0.978) 
[P] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[NA] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
[LR] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
[LR] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, P] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, NA] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, LR] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, LR] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[LR] --> [P, NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[P, LR] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[NA, LR] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
 [ Id, LR] --> [P, NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, P, LR] --> [NA] (confidence: 1.000) 
[ Id, NA, LR] --> [P] (confidence: 1.000) 
 
 
Weighted 
Average 
  TP 
Rate    
FP 
Rate    
Precision Recall F-
Measure    
ROC 
Area        
0.858 0.034 0.869 0.858 0.853  
0.975 
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Fig. 8.  Tree view of Association related on item set analysed based personality(P), Numerical Ability(NA), Logical Reasoning(LR), 
Hour spend to study 
 
 
Finally, clustering technique it can be analysed overall performance of skill level from the set role of 
predicting training data set. 
 
7     Conclusion  
In this research, it can be concluded that an idea of cognitive skill can be analyzed for students by using 
problem solving based on data mining techniques. By using 200 instance of training data set, which can be 
predicted by the rule of classification techniques of Naive Bayes algorithm which can be produced their 
efficiency of rule base to classify by execution time of accuracy is 0.01 second and 190 instances are 
correctly classified. The classified data can be analysed on association rule on related item set using FP tree 
growth algorithm to identify the performance occurrence of related item with confidence value. Finally the 
overall data can be grouped together using K-means clustering technique for analyzing the Good skill user, 
Average Skill User and Below Average Skill user of student in various department based on Logical 
reasoning, Numerical Ability, Personality basis. 
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